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With the innovation and development of network technology, people’s various needs are gradually increasing. Among various
multimedia, music has different characteristics from other forms of multimedia. Music can contain many human emotions, and
humans can express some shallow and deep emotions through music. Therefore, the study of music emotion in the context of
the Internet is an area where the public is relatively concerned. In the context of new media on the Internet, based on the
current music emotion model, this paper establishes a different music emotion model from the past through clear research and
analysis. From music characteristics, some relative vector quantities are extracted to build samples, and the samples are screened
on the basis of network media technology to build a musical emotion model. The experimental simulation results show that the
music emotion model based on the blockchain network environment established in this paper has high applicability and efficiency.

1. Introduction

The combination of network technology and music emotion
is an important manifestation of the development of the
times, and it is also the main direction of their common
development [1, 2]. The reason why music is created and
highly praised is closely related to the emotions expressed
by music. Nowadays, computer technology has become more
and more developed. As a carrier of various emotions, music
is presented around people in the form of multimedia and
has a wide range of applications in many fields [3, 4]. Some
people suddenly realized that the application of computers
to music can enhance people’s understanding and control
of music, and to a greater extent enhance the appeal and
expressive power of music, and has extremely optimistic
development prospects. Many high technologies have created
a good environment for the development of music emotions [5].

The analysis of music emotion refers to the relatively
complex process of generating automatic pattern recognition
through computers and other technologies [6, 7]. Music itself
is a special thing that can affect people’s various emotions,

life, and even ways of thinking. Music in network multimedia
contains a large amount of information and data and is
closely related to people’s various emotions. Music has a
strong presence in various forms of multimedia. The research
of music emotion is of far-reaching significance to the cur-
rent development of multimedia networks, network technol-
ogy innovation, and the development of human-computer
interaction [8, 9]. Through network technology, the analysis
of music emotion needs to be matched in the current emo-
tion database, and the emotion is derived through the com-
parison of related data. Therefore, it is necessary to
establish a musical emotion model. However, music emotion
has the characteristics of great vagueness, and the informa-
tion is relatively vague. In addition, there are no rules to fol-
low, so it is difficult to analyze and process music emotions in
general methods. There is basically no automatic music emo-
tion recognition model that conforms to people’s emotions.
Therefore, analyzing music emotions is of great significance
[10]. On this basis, combined with the new intermediary
environment of the Internet, the establishment of a musical
emotion model was studied.
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2. The Development Status of Music
Sentiment Analysis

The combination of new online media and music is actually
the result of the normal development of the times. At present,
in the era of new media, network technology is ubiquitous,
and computer music technology is needed in many fields
[11, 12]. High-tech equipment makes the development of
computer music technology smoother under this current
good network environment [13]. In fact, as early as a long
time ago, some people used artificial intelligence technology
to analyze music emotions, so as to realize automatic analysis
and recognition of the emotions contained in music through
this technology [14].

The research on music sentiment analysis in foreign
countries is much earlier than in our country, and its devel-
opment technology is becoming more and more mature
and advanced. Japan has developed some products that can
help music creation using its advanced artificial intelligence
technology. When people input some lyrics and tones in
the software product, the software will perform some analysis
on the music emotion and find out the corresponding mel-
ody [15]. Therefore, many people believe that the discovery
of this technology will greatly help music creation. However,
my country’s research in this area is relatively late. However,
both the country and the people attach great importance to
this research [16]. Many well-known key universities have
also begun to participate in this research. Some research
funds have been allocated for related research. In addition,
our country also holds some important discussions and
exchange meetings on a regular basis to further deepen the
research on music sentiment analysis [17].

In this regard, many scholars are writing more and more
academic papers. Music plays a pivotal role in people’s lives
and strongly affects people’s growth and life. The research
on music sentiment analysis has also become an area of
increasing attention. As far as the research of music senti-
ment analysis is concerned, this research idea can not only
be extended to other fields of application, but also can make
the relatively vague artificial intelligence part more perfect
[18]. At the same time, this research can enable better appli-
cation of multimedia technology, thereby achieving greater
development of multimedia technology in music creation
and other aspects. In addition, the analysis of music emotion
is actually a very meaningful research, which makes music
unique in the process of the increasing development of
today’s network technology [19].

3. Analysis of Current Musical Emotion Model

The combination between computer technology and music is
the inevitable result of the progress of times and the network
multimedia development. Although the emotions contained
in music have great indeterminacy and basically have no laws
to follow, from the modern perspective, there are still some
rules which can be explored [20, 21]. The vibrations of sound
waves and people’s internal emotional activities actually have
some correspondence, so the study can be conducted from
this point. The first element to establish the musical emotion

analysis model (shown as Figure 1) is to build musical emo-
tion model, then to derive musical space [22].

There are mainly three types of musical space. The first
one is musical emotion space which can lead out emotional
annotation; the second one is musical feature space which
can lead out feature extraction; the third sample space, based
on the former two kinds of musical space, organically com-
bines its emotional chain with feature flow together, so as
to set up the foundation of musical emotion cognitive model
[23, 24]. Musical emotion analysis model is shown in
Figure 1.

3.1. Heiner Emotion Model. In some current musical emotion
models, Heiner emotion model is the most accepted by the
public. This model generally adopts a circle to represent the
inner emotional symbols (shown as Figure 2). Through an
annulus, musical emotions are divided into different plates.
Every plate has certain inheritance or close relationship with
the two adjacent plates. It can be treated as a transformation
process of emotions or a link of emotions’ transition [25].

In this emotional annular model, it is only a conjecture
that the musical emotions become to have some regularity.
It is premised on people’s certain emotional reflection situa-
tion that is relatively stable connected to some fixed elements
in music. Then, the musical emotions represented in the
annular model can be guaranteed to directly reflect people’s
inner emotions or show the rules and trends of this kind of
reflection [26, 27]. For example, in the musician’s Reflets
dans idea, the elicitation process of musical emotions is from
beginning lightness and cheerfulness to later enthusiasm and
vitality [28, 29]. So, it can verify that this model does have
some existing significance.

Note = duration ; pitch ; intensityf g,
Note = duration ; pitch ; intensityf g:

ð1Þ

In music, the smallest unit is note which contains three
features of pitch, intensity, and duration. Pitch represents
the length of time between every note. Intensity is related to
the frequency of vibrations. Duration refers to strength or
volume when people listen to the sound of this note [30].
Therefore, note can be defined in this way. Heiner model of
the music emotion model is shown in Figure 2.

The duration, pitch, and intensity successively refer to
how long, how high, and how strong the note sounds [31].
So, the melody features of the music can be expressed in this
way:

Melody = note1, note2, note3⋯ notecð Þ,
Melody = note1, note2, note3⋯ notecð Þ: ð2Þ

P Y = ck
X = x

� �
= P X = x/Y = ckð ÞP Y = ckð Þ
∑K

k=1P X = x/Y = ckð ÞP Y = ckð Þ ð3Þ

in which k refers to the number of notes in a piece of
music, i.e., the length of the melody.

In the application process, the actual need should be the
standard to get the needed quantity from the features of the
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music to make study and analysis [32, 33]. Also, according to
the practical situation, some relevant data can be calculated
for it, such as the degree of similarity and the degree of cor-
relation, so as to meet the feature vectors of emotions.

hθ xð Þ = 1 + exp −θTx
� �h i−1

: ð4Þ

Actually, this model is not an aggregation psychological
model for emotions, but this model would analyze emotions
through music or a series of artworks related to emotions.

l θð Þ =
Yn
i=1

hθ xð Þ½ �yi∙ 1 − hθ xð Þ½ �1−yi : ð5Þ

This is the premise of the analysis to suit some rules of
emotions. Thus, the model is also commonly applied in other
fields, such as art psychology, musical psychological study,
and computer music study [34].

y = f xð Þ = argmax
Qn

j=1P X jð Þ = x jð Þ/Y = ck
� �

P Y = ckð Þ
∑K

k=1 Y = ckð ÞQn
j=1P X jð Þ = x jð Þ/Y = ck

� � :
ð6Þ

3.2. Thayer Emotion Model. This model is structured through
a sort of two dimensions, energy, and pressure, to make anal-
ysis on emotions. In terms of energy dimension, the lowest
coordinate point is contentment and gradually rises to an
exuberance level [35]. In this process, any level in it can
embody a kind of emotion. The level embodiment of this
dimension can express at many levels. And in the pressure
dimension, it mainly embodies the emotional performance
from happiness to anxiety in varying degrees [36]. Thayer
Model of the music emotion model is shown in Figure 3.

People’s inner emotional features can be represented by
adopting Thayer model through different levels’ embodiment
of the two dimensions. Thayer model is a relatively continu-
ous musical emotion expression model, to present a kind of
continuous psychological emotions. Based on this continu-
ous feature, it will perform naturally while different emotions
are carrying on, rather than transforming ponderously and
suddenly. However, one shortcoming of Thayer model lies
in that there is not too much space for emotional activities.
Two dimensions absolutely cannot confirm the abundant
emotional expression. After all people’s emotions are influ-
enced by multiple factors. This is also the reason why the
model is rarely applied.

4. Key Melody Recognition of Musical Emotions

Melody is the core of a piece of music, which was conducted
by a series of relevant notes through varying rhythms and
tones with purposes. In a piece of music, the leading melody
represents the foundational emotions what this piece of
music expects to express. However, for computers, those
emotions cannot be directly obtained, but need to be embod-
ied via some features in the music. Thus, in order to analyze
musical emotions, it is necessary to analyze and study the fea-
tures of the leading melody of the music.

4.1. Format Selection of Audio Files. The construction of
musical melody features can analyze music on inner musical
emotions more deeply. Then, the first thing to be sure is
which format of music can become the main data sources
to extract musical melodies. From current situation, it can
be seen that there are many file formats of computer music,
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Figure 1: Musical emotion analysis model of the music emotion model.
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Figure 2: Heiner model of the music emotion model.
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and each format has different features. Generally speaking,
the formats of computer music can be divided into three cat-
egories as below. Sound files are also called as audio files
which refer to the files obtained by directly simulating the
waveform of practical sound through computer sampling.
This is a kind of reflection to practical sound. And this will
cause the files occupy a lot of storage space. Computer music
file response efficiency at different times is shown in Figure 4.

What MIDI files record is a kind of instruction sequence
during instrumental performance, excluding the records of
actual musical data. This kind of files often records the
instruments and contents in different tracks. The files clearly
record which instrument performs what notes at that period
of time. So this sort of files does not take up large space. Also,
it is very convenient to extract the musical features. The
music files of this format can directly be extracted in detail.
Module files have common characteristics of the other two
kinds of files, recording both actual sound and the instruction
sequence during instrumental performance. However, there
are many coding schemes of this kind of files, so there are also
many types of formats. If people extract musical features to
this type of files, they should make decoder processing for
different formats, and the operation process will be a little
complicated. In the comparison of the three kinds of musical
files above, it is not difficult to see that choosing the musical
file of MIDI will be more convenient to extract the features of
musical melodies.

5. Establishment of Musical Emotion Model
Based on Network New Media Environment

5.1. Extraction of Features. Before the establishment of a
model, it is necessary to obtain some data. In the establish-
ment of musical emotion model, the data in the aspects of
pitch, duration, and timbre in the music can be selected.
The value of pitch depends on the frequency of things’ vibra-
tions. The pitch is proportional to the vibration frequency.
The higher the vibration frequency, the higher the pitch. In
the music of MIDI type, the high and low sounds are mainly
under the effect of musical value, generally from 0.0 to 127.0.
If f is used to represent the pitch in music as a function, the
musical emotions can mainly be analyzed from the master
track. It is assumed that current music hasm tracks, and then
relevant pitches are, respectively, extracted in the m tracks.

The feature vector xj of the pitch in the music will be deter-
mined according to the special attributes of the master track.
It is assumed that the whole musical emotional type is n, and
n is greater than or equal to one. Then, the performance char-
acteristics of musical emotions under the influence of the
vector of pitch will be Piðxf Þ, where i is positive integer. So,
the relationship between the emotions represented by the
music and its pitch can be expressed as follows:

f xf
� �

=Max pið Þ: ð7Þ

In musical emotions, the pitch has its great influence. But
the specific relationship between the two should be further
confirmed in light of recognition. Duration is the length of
time when some note is sounded in the music. In music,
duration opening represents the note begins to make a
sound, and duration closing means the note ends to make a
sound. The function g refers to the duration feature in the
music in study. Generally speaking, longer duration in music
may mean that the piece of music has more dolorous
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Figure 3: Thayer model of the music emotion model.
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elements. The extraction of the vector of duration can carry
out according to the continuous time of notes.

g xg
� �

=
long, xg ≥ xswitch

short, xg < xswitch

(
: ð8Þ

x represents the time of the duration from duration open-
ing to duration closing. Switch represents the threshold value
of the duration. In light of this formula, the duration time of
the music can be confirmed, so as to confirm the duration
vector characteristics of the notes in the music. The charac-
teristics of the duration vector of notes in different environ-
ments are shown in Figure 5.

Different instruments can present different sound waves.
Timbre is affected by harmonic waves, and the different con-
struction situation of harmonic waves will make timbre
change with it. For example, the timbre of piano is very ele-
gant and steady, which gives people a relaxed feeling. But
the timbre of erhu is a little harsh, which is easy to make peo-
ple feel sorrowful. So, different instruments are labeled to
define 120 kinds of timbre, so as to extract the timbre fea-
tures. Timbres are corresponded to emotions, to divide 120
kinds of timbres into K types. The formula h represents the
extraction of timbre vectors in current music.

hxi =

1 xi ∈ C1

2 Xi ∈ C2

⋮

M Xi ∈ CM

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

: ð9Þ

In various audio tracks of music, even the timbre of the
same audio track may immediately change as long as the time
changes. So, the extraction of timbre feature music should
adopt a kind of dynamic method. Through the three basic
elements, in terms of musical space features and vector
model of emotion features, a dimension space with six
dimensions can be produced. In this dimensional space, the
distribution of elements should be average. It should be
known that in massive pieces of music, the intensity distribu-
tion of a piece of music is relatively average. There is no sig-
nificant difference in the features in some aspects. For some
places without obvious features, the extraction does not need
to be conducted.

Range: range = 1/n∑n
i−1pitchi.

Intensity: intensity = 1/n∑n
i−1intensity j.

Melody direction: Dir_Pit =∑n
i−1intensityi:durationi/

duration_music − durationn.
Pitch stability: Sta_pitch =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1/n∑n

n−1ðpitch − rangeÞ2
q

.

Interval stability: Sta_interval =ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1/n∑n

i−1ð∣intervali∣−∣invertal ∣ Þ2
q

.

Interval span: Span − Int = 1/n − 1∑n−1
i−1 jintervalij.

5.2. Establishment of Samples. According to some relatively
professional music websites, music libraries, and other
resource approaches, some professional people in music col-
leges establish the samples of music to classify the emotions
expressed in various kinds of music. 200 pieces of music are
handpicked, including 50 pieces of sentimental music, 53
pieces of passionate music, 52 pieces of classical music, and
45 pieces of inspirational music. The basic classification is
shown in Table 1.

From the emotion-classified pieces of music above, 20
samples are randomly selected as the data to test, and the
others are training data. It is found that the obtained network
classification presents scarcely ideal results. As for the estab-
lishment of musical samples, some deviations will be pro-
duced in testing period because of many elements. So, the
samples cannot be directly applied; otherwise, they will influ-
ence the final results. So, some screenings should be con-
ducted for the samples. Music sentiment classification test
results are shown in Figure 6.

The network’s input level can set six-dimension vectors
of musical emotion features. The six dimensions are,

Table 1: Music statistics.

Musical type Number Typical pieces of music

Film type 50 The Legend of the Condor Heroes, To the sky kingdom, etc.

Popular type 53 Outside the Light Year, The Brightest Star in the Night Sky, etc.

Classical type 45 Pink Memories, The Moon Represents My Heart, etc.

Religious type 18 The Great Compassion Mantra, The holy Epithet of Name Bodhisattva, etc.

Chinese type 34 Ninjago - Meditate on the Past at Red Cliff, Gold-Woven Dress, etc.
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Figure 6: Music sentiment classification test results.
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respectively, range, intensity, melody direction, pitch stabil-
ity, interval stability, and interval span. The input node num-
ber is set as 6, and the output is musical emotions. According
to current Heiner model, music is divided into eight different
types. The output note is 3 ðlog 82 = 3Þ.

According to the Kolmogorov theory of n1 = 2n + 1 (n1
represents the number of hidden layer nodes, and n repre-
sents the number of input nodes), n1 = 13 can be drawn.
So, the final established nerve network construction is 6 ∗
13 ∗ 3, where 6 notes refer input level, 13 notes represent
the hidden level, and 3 notes refer to output level. On this
basis, the hidden level and output level can both be calculated
by Sigmoid formula f ðxÞ = 1/1 + ex. In this way, the ultimate
output value can be ensured to show between zero and one.
In the whole network system, the biggest cycle index is set
at 3000, with the deviation about 0.003. The training formula
is a training formula. The learning formula adopts a gradient
descent momentum learning formula. The performance
function takes a mean square error performance function.

6. Conclusion

The knowledge and technology applied in the analysis of
computer musical emotion analysis are extremely extensive.
And the neural network modeling needs to be understood
to some extent while conducting it. Musical emotion analysis
is the important understanding of multimedia contents, as
well as the important member in artificial intelligence,
applied in various fields. With the significant development
of today’s network new media, musical emotion analysis also
constantly integrates with it, to become a vital direction of
network multimedia development at present. In this paper,
the establishment of musical emotion model builds a good
platform for the extraction of more the same emotional
music, for the purpose of set up a good foundation for the
application in practice. In addition, how to master more
advanced technology more deeply, to develop more studies
with practical significance, and make further innovation, is
the current and future direction and objective of common
effects.
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